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First, using your Color one strip, lay out, mark, and then cut out two pentagons and one square.
Getting started with the La Passacaglia Quilt is hard! In this written tutorial I provide a step by
step introduction for the first steps. Check it out!
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Denim String Quilt made using 10" Paper Piecing Squares from MSQC. White denim was cut 1
1/2" wide. Various blue denims were cut various widths from 1 . pentagon" on Pinterest. | See
more about Hexagon quilt, Paper piecing and Hexagon patchwork.. The beekeeper's quilt
pattern by tiny owl knits. Hexagon . A number of you have commented that you like hexagons but
don't know what to do with them! You can of course sew them together into a quilt .
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Paper Pieces. Applique & Variations. Apple Cores; Circles & Variations; Eggs; Flags; Flowers;
Five Point Stars; Four Point Stars; Hearts; Ice Cream Cones; Leaves; Ovals
A number of you have commented that you like hexagons but don't know what to do with them!
You can of course sew them together into a quilt . See more about Quilt designs, Little white and
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Flickr.
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First, using your Color one strip, lay out, mark, and then cut out two pentagons and one square.
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